Effect of temperature on the collective clusterization of non-alpha conjugate nuclei
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Introduction

The assemblage of stars into galaxies and the conglomerate of nucleons in atomic nuclei are the extreme cases of clustering observed in nature. The study of clustering phenomenon, with longstanding history, still aims to understand the correlation between nucleons to aggregate in the form of α particles or heavier α-like particles. The fact that α like clusters does not appear in ground state rather they emerge with increase in excitation energy of nuclei, is encapsulated in Ikeda diagram [1]. The extension of this work to the study of clustering features in neutron-rich light nuclei by Oertzen et al. [2] envisioned the covalent exchange between valence neutrons and α core in N ≠ Z nuclei.

The cluster structure of light nuclei has been explored through low energy reactions quite extensively [3]. During last decades, the decay of several light and medium mass nuclei with mass ~ 20-40 have been studied to explore the reaction mechanisms [4–6]. It is interesting to explore the clustering effects in the decay of composite nuclei (CN) formed in heavy ion reactions. The decay of CN with the mass varying from light to heavy, and super heavy regions have been studied successfully within the collective clusterization process of dynamical cluster decay model (DCM) [6–9] based upon quantum mechanical fragmentation theory (QMFT). The QMFT based study supports the clustering in 18,20O and 20,22Ne systems with inclusion of modified temperature dependent pairing strength δ(T) in the liquid drop energies [8, 9].

In the present work, we report on the role of temperature on the collective clusterization process in non-alpha conjugate systems 21,22Ne (N ≠ Z) in the ground state and at the temperature equivalent to the excitation energy given by Ikeda diagram. Further, to study the impact of increasing temperature on the clustering, these effects are studied in the CN 21Ne∗ and 22Ne∗ formed in 10B+11B and 11B+11B reactions, respectively, with reference to experimental data [4].

Methodology

The QMFT based DCM is worked out in terms of collective coordinates of mass asymmetry η = (AT-AP)/(AT+AP) and relative separation (R) with effects of temperature, deformation and orientation duly incorporated in it [6–9]. The cluster preformation probability P0 is given by

\[ P_0(A_i) = |\psi(\eta(A_i))|^2 \frac{2}{\mathcal{A}_{CN}} \sqrt{B_{\eta\eta}}, \]  

which is given by solution of stationary Schrodinger eq. in η co-ordinate. For clustering effects in nuclei we look for the maxima in P0(A) (as shown in Fig.1) or the energetically favored potential-energy minima in the fragmentation potential V_R(η,T). It consists of temperature dependent Coulomb, proximity, centrifugal potentials along with temperature dependent liquid drop energies and shell effects. It is important to note that a modified temperature dependence of the pairing energy coefficient δ(T) is essential in the temperature-dependent liquid drop energy (refer to Fig. 3 of Ref. [9]).

Calculations and Discussion

Fig.1 presents the relative P0 of different clusters in non-alpha conjugate system (a) 21Ne∗ (b) 22Ne∗ at different temperatures. In
Fig. 1: The $P_b$ of clusters in the decay of $^{21}\text{Ne}^+$ at $T = 0$ MeV, $2.29$ MeV (corresponding to Ikeda energy [1]) and $4.67$ MeV (corresponding to experimental energy [4]) b) same as (a) but for $^{21}\text{Ne}^+$ at T = 0 MeV, $2.29$ MeV and $4.46$ MeV values.

It is to be noted that for both the cases change in cluster structure is due to decrease in pairing strength in liquid drop energies with increase in temperature. Within QMFT based DCM, this work clearly brings out the effect of temperature on the collective clusterization process in the decay of non-alpha conjugate nuclei. The full details of the calculations are given in Ref. [8].
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